
The Astronomical Exhibition Eureka is in Szczecin, in
the Main Building of the National Museum, at Wały
Chrobrego 3. The building is in the immediate
vicinity of the Western Oder and Stefan Żeromski
Park. There is a bus stop approx. 50 m from the
building.

The Astronomical Exhibition Eureka provides a
planetarium that is a kind of multimedia spherical
cinema. The screening consists of two parts. The
first is related to education in the field of
astronomical knowledge: spherical coordinate
systems, constellations, planets, galaxies, and other
astronomical objects are displayed on the dome,
and the show is commented on by the host. The
second type of screenings are screenings of
popular science films on the dome. In addition to
the planetarium, the exhibition also features
dynamic images of the Sun's surface from the
European Space Agency (SOHO) telescope. Also on
display is a large rotating globe with a diameter of
248 cm with the oceans and continents perfectly
depicted.

Ticket prices: regular PLN 12, discount ticket PLN 8

The planned time of visiting the exhibition, including
the planetary screening - up to 90 minutes.
Screenings can be carried out (within the opening
hours of the Museum) when the group of applicants
exceeds 10. The maximum number of people
staying at the exhibition at the same time - 33
People.

Sessions in the planetarium for organized groups
can take place from Tuesday to Sunday - advance
booking is required and an available date can be
arranged. Individual tours (less than 10 people) are
possible only after joining an organized group.
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